J 50 THINGS TO ‘CATCH THEM BEING GOOD’ AT J

1

coming into the classroom quickly and quietly

29 treating school books and equipment carefully

2

looking at the teacher quickly and quietly when
asked to listen

30 starting work quickly

3

following an instruction the first time they are asked

4

helping a classmate

5

being polite

6

tidying and cleaning up

7

working hard on a piece of work

8

putting their hand up and waiting to be asked to
speak

31 keeping own books and possessions tidy
32 keeping own physical appearance tidy
33 moving from one task to another without teacher
reminders
34 getting all equipment needed for a task without being
told
35 telling the truth

9

36 listening quietly, looking at the speaker (‘paying
attention’)

holding the door open for someone
37 lining up quickly and quietly

10 handing homework in on time
39 being a good friend
11 catching up with unfinished work or work missed
due to absence

40 willing to answer questions and make contributions
to group discussions

12 saying ‘please’ and ‘thank you’
41 remaining calm during a difficult situation
13 asking for help when they need it
42 sharing equipment or activity with a classmate
14 walking quietly around the school
15 listening well in assembly
16 providing a good idea or suggestion in a discussion

43 taking a lot of care with . . . / putting a lot of
thought into . . . a piece of work
44 finding something appropriate to do when they have
finished their work early

17 working well with a group of classmates
45 speaking well in the school play or assembly
18 listening to another's point of view
46 being willing to try something new or difficult
19 telling the teacher of a problem in the playground
rather than trying to sort it out by fighting

47 asking before they ‘borrow’ something

20 letting a teacher know if someone is bullying another
pupil

48 remembering to do something (eg taking a message
home)

25 carrying out a classroom job willingly and doing it
well

49 taking a visitor to their destination rather than just
directing them

26 looking after a younger pupil or a new pupil

50 bringing appropriate books and equipment to the
lesson

27 offering help without being asked
28 taking turns; waiting for their turn

